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Wi1ldow 01
Opportu1litv
Thomas and Laurie Vanden Heuvel
When we chose the wording for
the theme of this issue of The Outlook, we were tempted to put a question mark behind it to read WINDOW OF OPPORTUNITY? This
would not be strange because CR
synods have been flip-flopping the
past four years - seriously jeopardizing their credibility. And although
this year's synodical decision re:
women in church office reflects the
Scripture's teaching and our
convictions exactly, we are .,-~=C':"
plagued with apprehension
that Synod 1995 or a subsequent synod will overturn this
year's decision. It would be illegal of course (and vigorously
challenged), bur it's been done
before (Synod 1993).
But upon further reflection we decided not to place a question mark

behind WINDOW OF OPPORTUNITY for two reasons. First, many
of us prayed feIVently that synod
would do what it actually did - decline to open the authoritative offices of elder and minister to women,
not seeking to compromise, but
rather using solid Biblical and confessional grounds - the "sweep" of
Scripture as well as its specific passages.
Second, we are in the church militant, and there are battles to be waged
internally to be sure, and this we have
done on the women in church office
issue for twenty plus years . But now
that battle is over and we must go
on. We must remain vigilant and vocal on this issue when necessary, but
there are other crises to meet in the
church (feminization of God, evolution, homosexuality , abortion, relativism and the doctrine of Scripture,
to name a few).
There is also the huge task of educating the future generations in the
beauty, breadth and depth of the Reformed faith, and strengthening and
enriching the convictions of those
who are older.
And there is outreach - at home
first, and then abroad. T oday we face

a "culture war," in essence a battle
against the spiritual forces of evil as
Paul so aptly described it (Ephesians
6). Cal Thomas, journalist for the Los
Angeles Times Syndicate, reveals
Census Bureau statistics which demonstrate that the US has the highest
divorce rate in the world, the highest
teen pregnancy rate, the most abortions, the highest percentage of children raised in single parent homes,
the highest percentage of violent

numbers are not the important
thing ... convictions... commitment,
courage and clarity of vision are. "
u . ..

deaths among the young, and a male
homicide rate that is five times greater
than any other developed country except Mexico. And as if that is not
enough, the left side of the political
spectrum in this country has recently
been smearing conseIVative Christians
for creating a specter of "imposed
morality," while they fail to acknowledge the disastrous results oftheir own
"imposed immora lity" which is
bound to grow with the current administration in Washington D.C. The
need for evangelism in our country is
staggering.
It is true that all of us as Reformed
Christians in the Christian Refonned
Church seem but a tiny life boat in a
raging sea. (The Chicago Tribune recently described us as a "tiny Calvinist denomination," June 24, 1994.)
But God used one rescued Hebrew
baby to lead God's people out of slavery to the Promised Land to fulfill a
promise made to our first parents in
Genesis 3:15, one young boy to kill
the giant with a stone and scatter the
enemy Philistine forces, one prophet
to defy the forces of Baal, one judge
with 300 helpers (thousands of fearfu l sent home) to confound th e
M idianites, one weak fearful man to
bring Ninevah to its knees. Jesus
chose only twelve apostles to launch

the fulfillment of His Great Commission. So numbers are not the important thing. Scripture-based convictions
adorned with Spirit-filled commitment, courage and clarity of vision
are. Read Ephesians 6 for a description of the annor of the Christian.
Some may respond to what we have
said by asserting that the Christian
Refonned Church is a "sinking ship."
We will be wasting our time and energy which could better be applied in
a new Refonned denominational context. Time may prove that assertion
correct; but the Lord has opened this
window of opportunity for those of
us who desire to see the CRC back on
the track of true Refonned henneneutics and application of the same
to all the issues which arise.
Meanwhile, we love and sorely miss
dear friends who have left. We understand your reasons for leaving; we
respect your existence as independent
churches, and we strongly desire to
keep in touch and work togetherwherever possible. We have members of
the CRC and members of
churches who have recently left,
and members ofother Refonned
bodies on the board of this periodical. It is our prayer that all
of you will uphold us and our
work in your prayers as we
promise to do for you.
We now present to you two reports
of CRC Synod 1994. Dr. W . Robert
Godfrey, a delegate, reports on Week
One proceedings; Dr. Camelis
Venema reports on Week Two proceedings; a nd both converge on their
analyses of the implications of this
synod for the immediate future.
Before we move to the reports, we
want to express our profound gratitude to one of our contributing editors and delegate to Synod 1994, Dr.
W. Robert Godfrey, president of
Westminster Seminary in California.
His input into the grounds for the
Majority Report (which is printed in
this issue) was invaluable; his work
as Reporter for the Majority Committee required him to stand before
synod for two grueling days. He was
wisely selective in his responses to
speeches from the floor, and totally
gracious in his handling of abusive
remarks directed to him and his committee, both from the flo or of synod
and unofficially in the halls. His qualification as a c hurch hist oria n
equipped him to correct some of the
faulty use of church history data advanced by the opposition to bolster
their cause.
May God's grace, wisdom and
peace rest upon all of us as we seek to
do God's will, God's way.
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Synod 1994 En,ouragements, Con,er1lS
and Opportunities
W Robert Godfrey
In blistering heat, the 1994 Synod

of the Christian Reformed Church
began its meetings on the campus of
Calvin College in Grand Rapids,
Michigan on Tuesday, June 14. A
number of important topics were on
the agenda of synod, but from the
beginning there was a clear sense that
the largest issue was whether the
synod would permit the ordination of
women to the offices of minister, elder and evangelist. The synod worked
thoughtfully and efficiently on its business, yet with an eye toward the great
debate on the role of women that
would take place in the second week.
This article will report on some of
the key events of the first week of
synod and then reflect on the significance of this synod. Camelis Venema
will report on the second week. My
report is shaped by "my experiences as
a delegate to this synod.

LEADERSHIP
Synod's first task is to elect officers.
The Rev. Peter Brouwer from
Edgerton, Minnesota was elected
president for the second year in a row.
The other officers were: vice-president
James Kok of Central California; first
clerk, Carl Zylstra of Orange City,
Iowa; and second clerk, Wayne
Brouwer of London, Ontario. Rev.
Brouwer's leadership was universally
recognized as fair and effective. The
church owes him an incalculable debt
for the leadership he has provided in
the last two years.
Other issues of leadership in the
church emerged in the first week of
the synod. Discussion took place on
the work of evangelists and further
extension of their work was permitted by the synod. (I continue to wonder why evangelists who can preach
and pastor and administer the sacraments should not be ordained as min-

isters.) The synod also decided to create a new position in the church's
administration to help churches deal
with problems of physical and sexual
abuse. The new coordinator will provide information and support in legal
and counseling matters for t h e
churches.
Synod also addressed the matter of
a replacement for the Rev. Leonard
Hofman. Rev. Hofman has served the
church as general secretary (formerly
stated clerk) for 12 years. Many words
of appreciation were spoken for his
fairness and hard work for the denomination. After a lengthy interview,
Dr. David Engelhard was elected the
new general secretary, taking up his
work September I . Dr. Engelhard has
been Professor of Old Testament at
Calvin Theological Seminary for a
number of years.

FRATERNAL DELEGATES
It is customary at synod for representatives of various denominations
with which the CRC has ties, to address the synod briefly. This year
greetings were brought from the PCA,
OPC, RPCNA (Covenanters) (each
of which urged the CRC to remain
faithful to the Bible, especially on the
issue of women in office), the RCA,
the Church of Christ in the Sudan
among the Tiv, and others. For the
first time in 37 years, a delegate was
present from the Dutch Reformed
Church of Sri Lanka. He announced
that the church would soon be changing its name to the Christian Reformed Church of Sri Lanka. Also
present was a delegate from the Reformed Churches of the Netherlands
(GKN). He spoke ofmerger talks with
the Dutch Reformed Church and the
Evangelical Lutheran Church. These
talks should produce a new church to
be ca lled the United Protestant

Church. (I could not help thinking of
the devotion and blood that had
brought the Reformed faith to the
Netherlands and regretting that apparently that name will disappear
from what had been the largest Reformed denominations in the Netherlands.)

FINANCES
A variety of financial matters came
before the synod. This year the synod
discussed the setting of the denominational ministry shares (formerly
quotas) very briefly and generally. The
denominational ministry share was
set for 1995 at $558.90 per family and
$24 1.35 per professing member.
Of special interest to me was a proposal from the Board of Trustees (formerly the Synodical Interim Committee) to remove Westminster Seminaries from the list of accredited causes
for which offerings may be taken in
the churches. Westminster has been
on the list for a very long time, but in
the last ten years several efforts have
been made to remove it. I am glad to
report that the advisory committee
unanimously recommended that
Westminster remain on the list and
synod overwhelmingly approved that
recommendation.
The Board of Trustees also recommended that International Theological Seminary in Los Angeles (founded
by Dr. John E. Kim) be removed from
the list. That seminary was removed.

HOMOSEXUALITY
Several overtures came to synod
asking for clarification of the eRC's
stand on homosexuality. Basically the
synod reiterated the position taken in
1973, but with some helpful additional
statements. The actions of synod
made clear that homosexual desires
and lusts were sinful and that the advocacy of homosexual practice was
condemned by the Scripture. These
decisions should strengthen the Biblical teaching on homosexuality in the
life of the church.

WOMEN IN OFFICE
In the fIrst week the advisory committee recommended to synod that a
panel discussion of one and one half
hours take place on the floor of synod

on the matter of women in office.
The goal of this recommendation was
to focus the discussion on the Bible
and its teaching. The synod decided
to invite four speakers to present their
views and to have a discussion with
each other on Friday morning.
The Rev. Norman Shepherd of
South Holland, Illinois and Dr. Al
Wolters of Redeemer College presented the case against the ordination
ofwomen. Dr. John Cooper of Calvin
Seminary and Dr. Clarence
Boomsma, a retired CRC minister,
presented the case for the ordination
of women.
Rev. Shepherd began by reminding
the synod that Christ as king of the
church makes the rules for the church.
As Reformed believers we look for
the wan'ant in Scriprure for any basic
decision in the life of the church. The
burden of proof rests with those in
favor of women in office to show that
the Scripture mandates such an action.
He then proceeded to discuss several Scriptural texts. He explained that
Dr. Cooper and Dr. Boomsma both
admit that Gal. 3:28 is not a proof
text for the ordination of women. He
discussed I Tim . 2 and 3, pointing to
the clarity and relevance of this passage and how Paul properly grounds
his teaching in creation. He supported
this point further with references to
Gen. I and 2 and I Cor. 11.
Then Dr. Wolters spoke, showing
that the equality of men and women
in creation and redemption does not
mean that there cannot be differences
between them on the matter of office.
He pointed out that headship cannot
be limited to marriage, and that
"head" in the New Testament cannot
mean source, but must mean authority.
He quoted from Calvin and Bavinck
on I Cor. II and 14 showing that
they understood Paul's permission for
women to prophesy in I Cor. 11 to
reflect the early, unorganized state of
the New Testament church and that
Paul's teaching in I Cor. 14 was to
guide the organized church perpetually.
He discussed at some length the
cultural setting in Ephesus as the background of Paul's teaching in I Tim. 2.
He concluded that all of the recent
discoveries about the history and culture of Ephesus in the first century
supported the traditional reading of

I Tim. 2 as opposing women in office.
Dr. John Cooper then spoke with
great energy and zeal defending the
ordination ofwomen. He insisted that
his approach to this question used
traditional Refonned methods of Biblical interpretation. He suggested that
the Holy Spirit did not intend the
teaching of I Tim. 2 to guide the
church forever. He said that a major
theme of the Bible from Genesis to
Revelation was the equality of men
and women. He stated that male leadership in Gen. 2 related only to marriage and not to the church. He appealed to Pentecost and the way all
believers share in the three-fold office
of Christ as further support for his
position. He suggested that I Cor. 11
and 14 as well as 1 Tim. 2 were really
about relationships in marriage and
not in the church.
Since Dr. Cooper took about 20
minutes for his remarks, Dr.
Boomsma had only 10 minutes in
which to speak. He said that he was
uncertain of his own position until
1991. But his study of Gal. 3: 28 and
elsewhere convinced him that Paul is
concerned about freedom in Christ
and envisions a renewed society in
which all discrimination is eliminated.
I Tim. 2 bristles with difficulties and
is really an obscure text.
The fonna l presentations were all
good. Dr. Cooper was the most effec*
tive rhetorically, but, being as objec·
tive as I can be, I believe that Rev.
Shepherd and Dr. Wolters made
much more effective use of the Scriptures. They dealt much more carefully and specifically with the texts.
This care was especially effective in
the discussion that followed the formal presentations. Shepherd and
Wolters showed again and again that
the sweeping claims of Cooper and
Boomsma about the general thrust of
the Bible could not stand against the
teaching of the particular texts of the
Bible. Shepherd was particularly effective in answering the claim that
the issue of women in office is parallel to the issue of slavery. He showed
that slavery is a result of the fall, but
that Paul bases male leadership in the
church on creation.
The discussion did serve to focus
the attention of synod on the Bible in
relation to women in office. I do not
think that it changed any minds. It
certainly illustrated the difference in

the use of Scripture between the two
sides - the one quite general and the
other quite specific. It also made clear
to anyone who was uncertain, how
strong the case against the ordination
of women really is from the Bible.

REFLECTIONS
On Tuesday of the second week of
synod, after about 7 hours of debate,
the synod voted 95-89 not to approve
the ordination of women to the offices of minister. elder and evangelist. For those of us convinced that
this decision is Biblical, it was a mo*
ment ofjoy. But even in that moment
we knew that this success brought
with it both continuing concerns and
new opportunities.
The concerns are at least three. First
we are clearly a divided church. The
close nature of the vote shows that. If
three votes had changed, the outcome
would have been different. But even
before the vote, the debate on the issue showed the division. Those opposed to women in office consistently
appealed to the specific texts of Scripture. Those opposed appealed to the
broad themes of Scripture as they saw
them and to the gifts and needs of
women. The two sides in the church
have real difficulty communicating
with each other and clearly have very
different agendas for the church .
Second, we are a disinterested
church. I do not mean that the delegates were disinterested. They devoted much time, energy and attention to the debate. The disinterest
showed in the gallery. Throughout
synod, women in favor of ordination
for women sought to present a silent
protest with nine women sitting as a
block wearing robes or paper doves
pinned to their clothes. But in most
sessions they did not actually have
nine women present. Much more
tellingly. however, on the day of the
debate - when everyone expected a
packed gallery in the Fine Arts Center - the gallery was only about twothirds full. In years past when such a
debate was held, the gallery was full.
I am not sure how to interpret the
attendance this year, but I suspect that
the church is getting tired of the issue
and increasingly people do not care
what the synod does. This lack of
interest may mean that those in favor
of women in office will have more
trouble in the furure bringing the matter up. But it may also mean that our

denominational ties are unraveling
and everyone is more and more inclined to do what is right in his own
eyes.
Third, we are a disoriented church.
During the debate, over and over
again, those in favor of women in
office said that the Biblical reasoning
of those opposed to the ordination of
women was not Reformed, but fundamentalist. Any look at history
shows that this claim is silly. Reformed theologians long before the
rise of fundamentalism opposed the
ordination of women on precisely the
grounds that the synod endorsed this
year. Indeed, the irony is that those
in favor of the ordination of women
really use a more fundamentalist approach to Scripture. Fundamentalists
often seek only broad themes in Scripture and, unlike the Reformed, do
not seek to mine the depths and riches
of Scripture for theology, worship and
church government. Those in favor
of women in office frequently justify
their position by appealing to the
evangelistic work of the church - just
as fundamenta lists do. The church
truly is disoriented in trying to understand its history and theology.
These concerns show that the successes in 1994 do not guarantee anything for the future of the eRe. The
successes do, however, give us the
opportunity and the time to work to
reform the CRC. In the face of division, disinterest and disorientation we
must become missionaries for our
cause. (If you think you have heard
me make this point before, you are
right! I believe that we must keep reminding ourselves ofthis point.) Like
missionaries we should not expect our
work to be easy or expect that people
will automatically understand or accept what we say. But we need to
express our positions in clear, Biblical, sensitive, compelling ways in order to try to rebuild a Reformed consensus in the CRe.
We must work hard and we must
pray even harder. I heard from many
people both before and during synod
that many were praying for us . I
sensed a new devotion and urgency
in prayer in many parts of our denomination. I believe that the Lord
heard those prayers and showed us
His mercy far beyond our deserving.
We need to keep praying. Only God
can ultimately bring revival and renewal. He has given us an opportunity. Let us pray fervently that He
will continue to bless us.

Synod 1994A <;enuine Turningpoint or Temporary
As the Christian Reformed denomination held its collective breath,
Synod 1994 met for almost two weeks
at the Fine Arts Center of Calvin College, beginning with an opening
prayer service at the Westview CRC
on June 13 and concluding on June
23. Though, as in recent years, this
was not a "one-issue" synod, it was
evident from the outset that the issue
looming largest on the synodical
agenda was the issue of women in
ecclesiastical office. Would this synod
finally decide to ratify the proposed
change in Church Order Article 3 and
open all the offices of the church to
women? Or would it perhaps repeat
the precedent of Synod 1992, permitting women to "expound" the Word
of God and stopping short of granting ordination to the office of elder,
evangelist or minister? Or would, as
to many seemed most unlikely, Synod
1994 refuse to ratify the change in
the Church Order on Biblical grounds
and declare the practice of women's
ordination contrary to Scripture?
Before summarizing and commenting on the surprising decision of

garding women in office, I will reserve my discussion of them until the
conclusion.

GENDER ISSUES: CALLING
GOD "OUR MOTHER" AND
REVISING THE CONFESSIONS

On Monday afternoon synod considered a pair of recommendations
which addressed different aspects of
the debate over gender-inclusive language.
In response to an overture from
Classis Minnesota North, synod decided to provide for a gender-sensitive
revision of the Belgic Confession and
the Canons ofDort. This revision will
be restricted to language used to name
and describe persons in the translations of these confessions, and will
not involve any changes in language
used to refer to God. The earlier revi4
sion of the Heidelberg Catechism was
cited as a precedent for this decision.
Though it was clearly noted in the
synodical discussion that this was not
a move in the direction of gender-inclusive language, it remains
uncertain
"The synod was warned .. .that it
whether references
which in the original
not 'idolize' the Bible or ...think an
version of the confesissue like this can be resolved by a
sions clearly referred
only to persons of the
simpfeappecll to SCriptUre."
male gender (as in Article 31 of the Belgic Confession, for example) will undergo a
Synod 1994 on the issue of women
revision that alters the meaning of
in office, I would like to begin by
the confessions.
noting several other areas of synodiIn perhaps a more far-reaching decal decision. Since Dr. Godfrey is
cision, synod also decided to appoint
reporting on those decisions made in
a committee to study the use of incluthe earlier sessions of synod, I will
sive language for God. This decision
primarily record those matters that
was taken in response to two overwere addressed in the second week
tures, one from Classis Hudson and
of synod. Due to the importance and
the other from Classis of the Heartcomplexity of synod's decisions re-

land (fonnerly Orange City), which
requested that synod declare the use
of feminine pronouns and language
to name God to be sinful and con·
trary to God's revelation of ~imslf
in Scripture. AriSing out of a dlssatls·
faction with guidelines approved by
previous synods which governed the
Board ofPublication's use oflanguage
to refer to God, these overtures asked
past
synod to go further than . in ~e
by providing general gUldelines for
all the churches. In its response to
these overtures, Synod 1994 reaf·
finned the guidelines adopted by pre·
vious synods for use among the
churches. The churches were also
warned not to concede that the Bibli·
cal language about God is "sexist,
way
oppressive, distorted , or in an~
unhealthy for our understandmg .of
God and ourselves." During the diS'
cussion of these overtures, no synodical delegate defended the practice of
naming God with feminine pronouns
or names, though severa l encourag~
the churches to be sensitive in thel!
use of language about God so as not
to needlessly give offense.
In the past I have been quite critical
of synodical decisions regadi~
~en.
der-inclusive language. The guIdelines
adopted by previous synods did not,
!eal
in my judgment, answer to ~he
crux of this issue . These guidelines
did not strictly forbid any use offeminine pronouns and names to des::ribe
or name the Triune God who IS revealed in the Scriptures. They were
also primarily directed to the Board
of Publications of the CRe. H ow·
ever, the decisions made by synod
this year were a distinct improvement
upon the record of (he recent past.
Not only were the guidelines reaf·
finned for aU the churches and agencies of the CRC, but they were also
expanded with a warning against in·
appropriate concessions to those W?o
would object to the language ofScnp'
ture in which masculine pronouns and
names are used for God. Furthennore,
a study
the argument for apoint~
committee was not that thIS would
open the door to the use of gender·
inclusive or feminine language to
name God, but that this would p~o·
vide the churches a comprehenSive
study of this issue and help stave off a
movement in this direction in the £Uture.

MooSTERIAL VACANCIES,
TRAINING AND CANDIDACY
It is not likely that many reports on
Synod 1994 will focus upon the whole
subject of the growing shortage of
ministers in the Christian Refonned
Church. This was a kind of hidden
item or "sleeper" on the synodical
agenda and did not capture a great
deal of synod's interest and debate.
However, the provision of an a~.
equate number of well-trained candt·
dates for the ministry ofthe Word
is as important a measure of the
health and future well·being of
the denomination as any. There·
fore a few comments about deci·
sian's of Synod 1994 relating to
this matter are in order.
The extent of the growing
shortage of ministerial candidates
in the CRC becomes readily evi·
dent from a few synodical statis·
tics. The Pastor-Church Relations
Committee reported to synod that
the number of vacancies is pres·
endyaround 120, almost a doubling
of the number from a few years ago.
The problem is aggravated by a number of factors: 27 ministers were
emerita ted over the last year; 27 min·
isters were released from their office ,
many of them leaving the denomina·
tion for independent churches; an~
33 ministers were separated from theu
churches. When these growing num·
bers of declensions from the Christian Refonned ministry are compared
with a declining number ofcandidates
being declared by synod - 27 candi·
dates were declared eligible for a call
- it becomes apparent that the number of vacancies in years to come
threatens to become a floodtide .
Sooner or later some future synod of
the Christian Refonned Church will
have to take a closer look at this prob·

tern.
Clearly, Synod 1994 was n.or the
synod to address this matter senously.
Not only did it follow the lamentable
pattern of previous synods by gloss·
ing quickly over the roster of depart·
ing ministers with hardly a ~oment,
I
but it also refused to conSider an al·
temative approach to the training of
prospective ministers. In response to
an overture from Classis of the Heart·
land requesting the apoin~et
of a
committee to revise the requuements

for theological students preparing for
candidacy, Synod 1994 decided to
leave the present method intact. The
overture of Classis asked synod to r~ .
store the responsibility for the exam~.
nation oftheoiogical students to thel!
home classes and to remove the
present requirement 0 fan". extra yea.r"
of study at Calvin Semmary. ~hlS
overture was defeated with very little
discussion, suggesting that this synod
was not prepared to ask whether the
present method and requirements may

"When studentsdeda;e their
loyalty to the Word of God and
indicate that they will notplace
the authority ofsynod above the
Word, their entrance into the
ministry in the CRC may be
jeopardized. "

have something to do with the grow·
ing shortage of ministers available to
serve Christian Refonned congrega·
tions. Though I freely acknowledg.e
my prejudice in this matter, the declsion of synod on this overture o~y
serves the vested interests of Calvlll
Seminary and can hardly be said to
be in the best interest of the congrega·
tions of the Christian Reformed
Church who are increasingly in need
of ministers.
The restraint upon the number of
ministerial candidates generated by
the present monopoly of Calvin ~emi.
nary was illustrated and tested ID the
case of an appeal by student Brad
Nymeyer. Brad Nymeyer, a graduate
ofWestminster Theological Seminary
in California, had not been recommended to synod for candidacy by
the faculty or Board of Trustees of
Calvin Theological Seminary. Hav·
ing appealed these non-recommend.a.
tions to synod, the advisory commIt·
tee of synod also recommended that
he not be declared a candidate. Only
after the long and grueling debate on
women-in·office on Tuesday of the
second week did Mr. Nymeyer's appeal come up for considera.tion in ex·
ecutive session. Perhaps mfluenced
by the decision of the previous day,
not to change the Church Order and
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permit the ordination of women,
synod decided to grant Mr.
Nymeyer's appeal and declare him a
candidate for the ministry. After a
lengthy debate which consumed most
of the Wednesday evening session,
Mr. Nymeyer, his wife and youngest
child were welcomed and congratulated by the synodical delegates.
Though this is not the place to
evaluate the ramifications of synod's
decision to grant candidacy to Mr.
Nymeyer, his case does illustrate how
difficult it can be for CRC students to
be admitted into the ministry in the
CRC when they decide to attend a
Reformed Seminary other than
Calvin. When such students declare
their loyalty to the Word of God and
indicate that they will not place the
authority of synod above the Word,
their entrance into the ministry in the
CRC may be jeopardized. Thus, the
present monopoly ofCalvin Seminary
may serve to restrict the number of
available candidates for the ministry.
It also constrains students from other
Reformed seminaries to be subjected
to a kind of loyalty test that seems
inconsistent with the Reformed confession that synods err and the truth
of God's Word is of more value than
anything else (Belgic Confession, Article 7).

FINANCIAL MATTERS
The Monday evening session of
Synod 1994 was primarily devoted to
financial matters. In addition to adopting a series of recommendations regarding Fund for Smaller Churches'
compensation guidelines, approving
proposed salary ranges for denominational employees, and recommending a number of denominational
causes for one or more offerings,
synod adopted a ministry share of
$241.35 per professing member and
$558.90 per family. Responding to
several overtures asking for changes
in the ministry share system, synod
also decided: to continue ro use an
"experience factor" in determining
ministry share amounts; to proceed
with the movement in the direction
of assessing miniStry shares on a permember basis rather than a per-family basis; and not to replace the ministry share system with a set of giving
guidelines.

of the committee (5 members) recommended that synod ratify the proposed
change, arguing that a decision to perEVANGELISTS
mit churches the option of ordaining
Also during the Monday session,
women, in view of the continuing difSynod 1994 approved an overture
ferences of viewpoint in the denomifrom Classis Lake Erie, expanding the
nation, was the best way to bring a
office of evangelist to include serving
close to this disputed issue. The fact
in an organized congregation along
that synod was faced with such a clear
with a minister of the Word. This
choice decisively shaped the subsechange in the requirements of the
quent debate and its eventual outChurch Order will require ratification
come.
at next year's synod. Previously, evanThe majority: The majority of [he
gelists were restricted in their work to
advisory committee presented synod
emerging congregations and were unwith two sets of recommendations.
able to continue after the congregaThe first and most important asked
tion called a minister of the Word.
synod not to ratify the proposed
change in the Church Order. The second asked synod to clear up any amWOMEN IN OFFICE
biguity by noting that the decision of
Synod 1993 to reconsider and revise
The great debate at Synod 1994 fothe decision of Synod 1992 on
cused upon the issue of women-inwomen-in-office meant that Synod
office, particularly whether the pro1992's decision regarding women "exposed change in Article 3 of the
pounding" was no longer in effect.
Church Order should be ratified.
The primary recommendations of the
Synod 1993 had decided to permit
majority were:
the churches to ordain women to the
"That synod not ratify the change
offices of elder, evangelist and minisin Church Order Article 3 as
rer, but this permission could only be
adopted by the Synod of1993 that
implemented after the Church Order
'All confessing members of the
change had been adopted.
church who meet the Biblical reThe debate regarding the advisabilquirements are eligible for the ofity of this change in the Church Orfices of minister, elder, deacon,
der consumed the moming and afterand evangelist' .... and that the
noon sessions on Tuesday, and conpresent wording of the Church
tinued to dominate the subsequent
Order Article 3 be retained."
debates at synod until its adjournment
"That synod, to avoid possible
on Thursday. In order to evaluate the
ambiguities, declare that the decidebate at synod and the decisions
sion not to ratify the proposed
made, I will consider the following:
change in Church Order Article 3
the recommendations of the majority
means that there is now no synand the minority ofthe advisory comodical decision in effect to allow
mittee; the decisions of synod 1994
women to serve in the office of
relative to women-in-office; a sumelder, minister or evangelist."
mary of the debate; and an evalua"That synod note that the decition of the significance of synod's de,-------------------,
cisions.

ExpANDING THE WORK OF

Two options

",. ,no single interpretation may
be affirmed as true. "

One of the keys to the
outcome of this year's
synodical deliberation
on women-in-office was the clear
choice presented to synod by its advisory committee. The majority of the
committee (14 members) recommended that synod not ratify the proposed change in Church Order Article 3 on the basis of a variety of
Biblical, confessional, procedural and
Church Order grounds. The minority

sion of Synod 1992 to allow
women 'to expound the Scriptures' was reconsidered and revised by the action ofSynod 1993
and therefore that decision is not
presently in effect in the Christian
Reformed Church."
"That synod a) instruct all councils which have ordained women

elders, evangelists or ministers to
release them from office by June
1, 1995, and b) instruct all councils not to ordain any additional
women elders, evangelists or ministers. "
The minority: The minority of the
advisory committee recommended to
Synod 1994 that the proposed change
in the Church Order be ratified. The
minority argued that this would permit the churches to practice what is
in accord with their Biblicallyinformed consciences, recognizing that
there are irreconcilable differences on
the issue of women's ordination in
the CRe. The recommendations of
the minority were:
• "That synod ratify the 1993 decision to delete the word 'male' and
merge Church Order Article 3a
and 3b to read: ' All confessing
members of the church who meet
the Biblical requirements are eligible for the offices of minister,
elder, deacon or evangelist .'
Grounds : a.Ourlengthysrudyof
this issue has demonstrated that
the ordination of women to all
church offices is Biblically permissible. b. This decision addresses pastoral concerns by giving freedom to those who believe
the offices ofthe church should be
limited to men and to those who
believe the offices should be open
to women. c. Ratification will contribute to healing by providing
closure to a lengthy period of controversy. "
"That synod reaffirm the guidelines for implementing the change
in Church Order Article 3 adopted
and urge all
by Synod 1993
church leaders and members to
'make every effort to keep the
unity of the Spirit through the
bond of peace' (Ephesians 4:3) as
they live and work with fellow
believers. "
The decisions
After an entire day of debate on
Tuesday of the second week, synod
voted by a narrow margin, 95·89, to
adopt the first recommendation of the
m ajority . This recommendation,
unamended and with aU of its grounds
intact, declared, among other things,
the ordination of women to be contrary to the clear teaching of several
Scriptural passages, incompatible with
the general analogy of Scripture, and

inconsistent with the historic consengling into which synod plunged on
sus of the catholic Christian church.
several occasions on Wednesday, afHowever, after passing this first recter the decision had been made not to
ratify the proposed change in the
ommendation on Tuesday, synod became entangled in extensive debate
Church Order. However, there are
on Wednesday and Thursday, the
several impressions ofthis debate that
outcome of which was a modificaI would like especially to note.
tion of the original second set of recI have personally w itnessed many
ommendations of the majority. Two
similar debates at synods of the CRC
decisions of special importance were
in recent years. But I do not recall
made, one noting that the decision of Synod 1992 regarding women "expounding"
"... denominationall?tnployees who
the Word of God was still in
effict, and the other urging the
o f women will be openly defYing
councils of the CRC to release women elders, evangesynodical decision andpolicy. "
lists, and ministers of the
Word. The first of these de
ever hearing a debate on this issue in
cisions resulted from synod's rejection of the original recommendation
which the two sides ofthe issue were as
of the majority which asked synod to
starkly contrasted, or the basic
note that the 1992 decision was no
hermeneutical differences as obvious. The
longer in effect. The second of these
debate at this year's synod did not
involved an amendment of the
obscure but clarified the extent of this
majority's original recommendation,
difference in a striking way. This difin which the word instruct was reference was already evident in a panel
placed with the word urge. The decidiscussion that was sponsored by the
sions of synod regarding these two
advisory committee on womeninofmatters were as follows:
fice on Friday morning of the first
• "That synod recognize that the
week. The panelists ~
Or. Al
Wolters, Rev. Norman Shepherd,
following decision ofSynod 1992
regarding the use ofwomen's gifts
Rev. Clarence Boomsma and Dr.
John Cooper  well represented the
is in effect: 'That synod encouralternative positions in the debate.
age the churches to use the gifts of
women to the fullest extent posThe differences evident in this panel
sible in their local churches, indiscussion were prophetic of the decluding allowing women to teach,
bate that occurred in the follow ing
week.
expound the Word of God , and
Repeatedly during the Tuesday deprovide pastoral care, under the
supervision of the elders'. "
bate , opponents of the ordination of
• "Thatsynodappointa threememwomen appealed to synod to be
"humbly submissive" to the Scripber srudy committee to clarify the
tures. These were the opening words
expression 'expounding the
Word ' as used in the decision of
in the debate by Rev. John Van
Synod 1992 .. . and report to Synod
Regenmorter, chairman of the major1995.'"
ity advisory committee. The able re"That synod a) urge all councils
porter for the majority, Dr. W. Robwhich have ordained women elert Godfrey, president ofWestminster
Seminary in California, frequently
ders , evangelists or ministers to
release them from office by June
observed that synod could only serve
the wellbeing of the churches by af1, 1995, and b) urge all congregafirming the clear Scriptural prohibitions not to ordain any additional
tion against women serving in ecclewomen elders, evangelists, or minsiastical office. The strength of the
isters ."
majority's recommendation clearly
A summary of the debate
rested on the Biblical grounds cited.
The majority , echoing the consensus
Admittedly, it is not possible to
of the catholic church for over 1900
summarize the entire debate of Synod
years, maintained that the Bibl e
1994 on the subject of womeninofspeaks clearly and directly to the isfice. Nor is it possible to follow the
sue of who may serve in the offices of
sometimes tonuous procedural wran-
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the church. In SO doing, they not only
had the texts of Scripture on their

side but also the historic understand-

that fouod in the report of the major-

ing of these texts in the Refonn ed

ity could not have been more clear,

churches. Godfrey, as reporter for the

and the delegates' speeches repeat-

majority committee, was able to point

edly called this to the attention of

out that the majority was the historic
Refonned view. He noted that this
was confmned by the Belgic Confession (Articles 3032) and a relatively
recent declaration of the Reformed
Ecumenical Synod (1968) that noted
that the "plain teaching" of Scripture
forbids the ordination of women.

synod.
In addition to the obvious differences in approach to the Biblical texts
and the interpretation of Scripture,
the synodical debate was also marked
by an unevenness in the quality of the
arguments for and against the recommendation of the majority. Though
the majority grounded its recommendation on a wide variety of
Biblical, historical, procedural,
and Church Order grounds (some
ofwhich were never disputed during the synodical debate), speakers for the minority offered a
number of rather weak and unconvincing arguments for their
position.
As has occurred during previous
synOdical debates on this issue, delegates who favored the ordination of
women recounted stories of how they
had changed their minds on this issue. Arguments like these are classically regarded as ad hominem (appeals
to experience, but not real grounds),
but they were in vogue again at this
synod. One delegate, for example, referred to his daughter who declared
her desire to be a minister, a desire he
found himself unable to oppose as
her father. Another mused as to what
his now deceased parents might think
about (his issue. It was frequently suggested that those who opposed
women in office were closing the door
to all the women of the eRC and
preventing them from speaking in the
church (a comment which the reporter
aptly rebutted by noting that many
women in the eRC fully support the
position of the majority). Several delegates invoked the leading oftbe Spirit
on this issue through the years. One
of them even insisted that the Spirit
was "speaking with my spirit" and
calling for the ordination of women.
Absent, however, from the argument of the minority was any sustained attempt to show the Biblical
case for the ordination of women.
Though it was frequently alleged in
the debate that there is a Biblical case
to be made for the ordination of
women, this case was never made in
the written report of the minority or
in the speeches made on the flo or. It

"! believe that you ultimately
have to judge a synod for its
decisions, however they were
made, and despite the circumstances surrounding them."
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erne Biblical texts. The difference between this approach to Scripture and

Against the majority's insistence
upon the clear Scriptural prohibition
of women's ordination, the delegates
who defended the minority position
repeatedly had to argue that the Scriptures do not speak clearly to this issue . Furthermore, several speakers for
the minority sugges ted that the
majority'S approach to the Bible was
"fundamentalistic" a nd "Pharisaical."
According to one of these delegates,
" the letter kills, but the spirit makes
alive." This meant, he argued , that
we have to discern the "spirit" of the
Scriptures, not the teaching of partieolar texts, in order to determine
the permissibility of the ordination of
women to office. It was maintained
that the " thrust" of Scriptural revelation runs contrary to the apparent
teaching of a few isolated texts like
I Timothy 2:1214. The synod was
even warned in this connection by
one delegate that it not "idolize" the
Bible or make the mistake ofthinking
an issue like this can be resolved by a
simple appeal to Scripture.
What became evident in the case of
the delegates who favored the ordination of women is that they do not
believe the Bible speaks clearly to this
or many other issues. The best we
can hope for is a variety of "interpretations" of the Scriptures , but no single
interpretation may be affinned as bUe.
According to some ofthese delegates,
the "central teaching" or "thrust" of
the Scriptures may sometimes conflict with the apparent teaching ofspe-

was not even arrempted. Undoubtedly,
this striking imbalance in the argurnents on both sides, the one appealiog to the Biblical texts, the other appealing largely to personal experiences
and something vaguely termed the
" thrust" of the Scriptures, contributed
to the ultimate outcome.
This leads me to one additional impression of the debate. Though this is
a rather subjective impression, Thad
the conviction throughout the deliberations of synod on this issue that

the majority occupied the "high ground"
in the debate, whereas the minority often descended into rhetoric and tactics that were in poor style at best,
possibly offensive at worst.
From the inception of the debate
on womeninoffice, the minority vehemently attacked the position of the
majority. The recommendation and
grounds of the majority were variously termed "unpastoral," "harsh,"
"al mo st wicked," " Pharisaical, "
"judgmental ," " unloving," and the
like. These attacks upon the majority
recommendation were frequently repeated, sometimes in the strongest
possible terms. However, these harsh
attacks were deflected by the calm
and measured response ofreporter Dr.
Godfrey, for the majority. Defenders
of the majority generally resisted the
temptation to attack the "other side"
in a similar manner. Furthermore,
they made the very important point that,
however synod decided this issue, the consciences ofsome delegates would be bound
to a decision they regarded as unbiblicaJ.
Though the minority tried to suggest
that theirs was the more inclusive position, it was evident that, to adopt
the recomme ndation of the minority,
would exclude those who are convinced on Biblical grounds that the
ordination of women is Biblically
wrong.
One of the evidences of this differ·
ence in the quality of the arguments
on both sides was the rather unusual
series of attempts on Wednesday to
rescind the decision of the previous
day. On no less than three separate
occasions, delegates on the losing side
of Tuesday's debate attempted, for
the flimsiest of reasons, to reopen the
debate a nd reverse the decision of the
previous day. It is difficult to understand how this could be done by delegates who earlier professed their
commitment to the leading of the
Spirit through the process of synodi·

cal deliberation and decision. Clearly,
many delegates did not recognize the
leading of the spirit in the decision of
Tuesday afternoon. J

THE SIGNIFICANCE
OF SYNOD 1994
Interpreting the decisions ofa synod
is a hazardous undertaking. So is any
attempt to predict what its decisions
may mean for the future. Do you only
measure a synod by its forma l decisions, the decisions which become a
part of the official record in the Ads of
Synod 1994? Or do you take into account such things as the context in
which these decisions were made or
the margin by which certain recommendations were passed? I believe that
you ultimately have to judge a synod for
its decisions, however they were made and
despite the circumstances surrounding
them. This does not mean, of course,
that other factors may be discounted
altogether. However, it does mean
that the decisions themselves of a particular synod must be the primary basis for evaluating its significance.
Though it will sound like I am repeating an analysis I once made of
Synod 1992, I would like to suggest
that time will tell whether this synod
represents a genuine turningpoint in
the history of the eRe or only a temporary reprieve. I do not believe that
a careful observer of Synod 1994 could
say much more than this.
Synod 1994 made a number of decisions that were encouraging. Previous synodical decisions on matters
like homosexuality and inclusive language for God were strengthened and
improved. A theological student who
declared his loyalty to the Word of
God above that of church assemblies
was declared a candidate fo r the ministry in the eRe. On the most controversial issue of all, the ordination
of women, Synod 1994 passed by a
narrow margin, perhaps the best decision in the history of eRe synodical deliberation and debate. Because
of this decision, it is now the official
position ofthe CRC that the Bible clearly
prohibits the ordination of women to the
office ofelder, evangelist and minister.
Thus, one could argue that these
decisions, on balance, represent something of a turning or at least a halt in
the direction of the eRe. Though it
remains to be seen how churches, of-

ficebearers, and denominational employees respond to them, one might
argue that Synod 1994 has made it
very difficult for advocates of the ordination of women to obtain their objective by the normal and prescribed
route. It is difficult to see how it will
be possible to bring this issue before
synod again and reverse the decision
of Synod 1994. What new and sufficient Biblical grounds could be offered to reverse the decision of Synod
1994? Furthermore, denominational
employees who continue to agitate
for the ordination of women will be
openly defying synodical decision and
policy. They will be in the uncomfortable position of opposing what
Synod 1994 has declared to be the
clear teaching of Scripture. It is difficult to see how one could honorably
serve the CRC by teaching and advocating views that a synod of the CRC
has declared to be in conflict with
Scripture.
The decisions of Synod 1994, therefore , may have lasting consequences
for the f\.lture course of the CRe. Certainly, those of us who want to see
the Word of God honored in the CRC
and the historic confession of the Reformed churches maintained, have
reason to be thankful for several of
them.
However, it must also be acknowledged that these decisions may prove
to be only a temporary reprieve in a
process of ongoing decline. No one
who observed Synod 1994 can deny
that the denomination is a deeply "divided house." It is difficult to imagine that many of the advocates of
women's ordination in the CRC will
comply with the decision of synod.
Several were already declaring early
in the day Wednesday that this would
be impossible for them. It is also not
certain whether those churches which
have already ordained women to the
office of elder will release them from
their office at synod's urging. It is
quite possible that a future synod, per·
haps Synod 1995, will have to address the issue once more in the form
of a judicial case in which discipline
against a disobedient church council
is demanded. Will any c1assis or
synod of the CRC be able in the future to insist that meaningful discipline be exercised against councils
which defy the requirements of the
Church Order? That is a question that
remains to be answered.

I do not raise this question to
dampen the enthusiasm of those who
welcome what Synod 1994 has done .
But I raise this question in order to
caution anyone against unwarranted
optimism. We may well pray and
work for a consensus in the CRC that
honors the decision of Synod 1994
on the issue of women in office. But
we must realize that one victory does
not m ean the struggle is over or the
debate is finished. Synod 1994 could
prove ultimately to be only a temporary reprieve, little more.
Whatever the future brings , only
the Lord of the church ultimately
knows. For our part, whether we labor within or outside of the boundaries of the CRC, let us labor that the
Word of Christ be honored among us
and in all the churches until He comes
again. And let us also be sure we
labor in a spirit of gentleness and love,
as well as in a spirit of firm resolve
and steadfast purpose.

FOOTNOTES
I.

1 have been struck at recent synods of the
eRe that almost nothing is said, when the
list of released min isters is brough t to the
attention of the delegates as they are asked
to approve the work of th e synodical
duputies. This year among the list of released ministers were such names as: Dr.
P.Y. Dejong, Rev. Edward Heerema, Dr.
John Kim, Rev. Peter De Jong, and Rev.
Peter Vosteen . To me it is extraordinary
that men such as these, representing many
years offaithful ministry in the eRe. could
be released from their office without so
much as a comment expressing, if nothing
else, the pain that their leaving represents in
the life of the denomination.
2. Synod appointed the following members to
this committee: Rev. Peter Brouwer, Rev.
Leonard Hofman, Rev. Allen Petroelje and
Dr. Henry De Moor.
3. Perhaps this is the place to report two demonstrations that occurred on Wednesday to
protest the decision of synod on the previ.
ous day. At the beginning of the morning
session, twenty women, ten on each side of
the synodical delegation, signified their disapproval of synod's decision by dressing in
black and covering, in some instances, their
mouths with tape. One protestor held asign
which read, "We Are Overcome." Later in
the day, during the noon break, in a protest
reminiscent of an earlier protest in 1992, a
number of women and their supporters occupied the seats of the delegates and sang
together until the delegates returned forthe
afternoon session.

Dr. Venema teaches Dodrinal Studies at
MidAmerica Reformed Seminary and
served as reporter for The Outlook the
second week ofCRC Synod 1994.
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WomBn in E,dBS 'Q, ,t :,"1 Ofli'BS
Advisory Committee lO-B
MAJORITY REPORT
Reporter: W. Robert Godfrey
This Majority Report adopted by the CRe Synod 1994 drew abusive comments on the floor of synod from its
opponents, such as: " barsh, insensitive, almost wicked, legalistic, Christless, unpastoral, arrogant, idolizing the
Bible, no generosity, almost out of order, heartless, one horse shea, Pharasaical, not brotherly, a lousy cup of
coffee." A bouse divided against itself - can it stand?

I. Ordination of Women as Ministers, Elders and Evangelists
A Materials:
L Board of Trustees Report (Section VI, B, 1, p.26; Section X, p. 38)
2. Overtures 21-24, 26-45, 47-55, 59-62, 70 (pp. 280-315, 3 17-327, 329-338)
B. Premliminary Observations:
The debate in the Christian Refonned Church on Women in ecclesiastical office is part of a discussion affecting
many denominations just as discussions on women's rights concern society generally. The movement for women's
rights has addressed a number of areas of injustice and bas had a variety of positive results. But as the Committee
on Headship in the Bible (Acts o/Synod 1984, pp. 287-89) pointed out, the ideological underpinnings of much of the
movement grows out of (he radical individualism of modem western thought which stands opposed to a Christian
covenantal understanding of church and family. The church needs to bear a strong witness to biblical justice for
women as weU as to the biblical structure of the church and family which God has established.
The synod of the Christian Refonned Church must provide leadership for the church in interpreting the
scriptures on the important question of women in ecclesiastical office. The essential, historic purpose ofsynods is to
give judgment on matters that cannot be settled in minor assemblies. Synods adopt creeds, approve Bible
translations, provide for an orthodox ministry, etc. Today synod is asked to interpret the Scriptural teaching 00 the
ordination ofwomeo to the offices of minister, elder and evangelist. It must guide the churches in this controverted
church and the world.
matter and bear witness to God's teaching in th~
As an integral pan of that witness, your committee recommends the following:
C.Recommendations:
1. That synod not ratify the change in Church Order Aniele 3 as adopted by the Synod of 1993 that "All confessing
members of the church who meet the biblical requirements are eligible for the offices of minister, elder, deacon,
and evangelist" (Agendajor Synod 1994, p. 26; Acts o/Synod 1993, p. 598), and that the present wording of Church
Order Aniele 3 be retained.
Grounds:
a. The biblical texts cited by Synod 1993 to support the proposed change in Church Order Article 3 are not
persuasive.
Gen. 1:26-28 does teach that men and women equally bear the image of God, but does not prove that one
may hold ecclesiastical office simply because one bears the image of God.
Acts 2:17~8
describes the outpouring of the Holy Spirit upon all God's people, but does not prove that all
who have the Spirit may hold ecclesiastical office.
Gal. 3:28 declares that men and women are one in Christ, but that does not mean that women may hold
ecclesiastical office any more than it means that the Christian husband is not the head of his wife (Eph.
5:23).

b. The clear teaching of Scripture prohibits women holding offices of minister, elder and evangelist.
I Timothy 2: 11-3:15. I Tim. 2: 11-12 clearly states that women are not to teach or have authority over men,
and I Tim. 3:1-13 continues with an immediate application of this teaching to the offices of the church.
Paul's teaching is clearly grounded in creation (2: 13) and he funher states that his instructions are to guide,
not just the church in Ephesus, but "God's household, which is the church of the living God, the pillar and
foundation of the truth" (3: 15).
Genesis 2. Paul in I Tim. 2:11-13 shows that Genesis 2 teaches that before the fall there was male
leadership in the original created state. This teaching is clear not only in that Adam was created first and
then Eve, but also in that:
(I) Adam named Eve;
(2) man was to take the initiative in leaving father and mother to form a new family;
(3) Adam was appointed the federal head and representative of humanity as Christ, the second Adam, is
the head ofthe new, redeemed humanity (Rom. 5: 15; I Cor. 15:22; Belgic Confession, Art. 15).
I Corinthians 11 :2- 16 and 14:33-35. Both of these passages teach that men are to have authoritative
leadership in the church. Paul's teaching in these passages is rooted respectively in creation (11 :8-9) and in

the law of God (14:34). These teachings are not limited to the Corinthian church, but apply to all churches:
"We have no other practice - nor do the churches of God" (11: 16) and "as in all the congregations oftbe
saints" (14:34.)
c. The general analogy of Scripture supports the exclusion of women from the offices of minister and elder. The
general analogy is defmed by Louis Berkhof in Principles ofBiblical Interpretation, pp.164-5, as biblical teaching
which "does not rest on the explicit statements of the Bible, but on the obvious scope and import of its teachings
as a whole."
Scripture in its general thrust certainly teaches that men and women are equally created in the image of God
(Gen. 1:26-28) and equally redeemed by Christ (Gal. 3:28). It also teaches that men and women both in the
original created state and in the present redeemed state have diverse roles and responsibilities. This diversity is
seen in creation as shown in the discussion of Genesis 2 above. This diversity is also seen in redemption:
In general, man is called the head of women, I Cor. LL:3, 7-9.
In the family the husband is the head of the wife, Eph. 5:22-24; I Peter 3: 1,5,6.
In the church male leadership is seen in the New Testament:
(1) Jesus chose only male apostles.
(2) All pastors and elders in the New Testament were male.
(3) Paul teaches male leadership in the church in the teachings and ruling offices: I Tim. 2: 11·15; I Tim.
3,2,4,5; Titus "6; I Cor. 104,35.
Note: Jesus and Paul defied contemporary social practice and prejudice in relation to women. For example,
Jesus talked privately to women; Jesus chose women as the fU"St witnesses to his resurection; Jesus and Paul
encouraged women to learn the faith and work in a variety of ways for the church. They lived in a broader
pagan society where women were religious leaders. Therefore it was not socially impossible for Jesus or Paul
to have appointed women as ministers and elders if they had wanted to do so.
Reference is sometimes made to slavery as an example of the general analogy where a practice regulated in the
Bible is later oudawed on the basis of biblical principles. It is suggested that slavery in this way is parallel to the
issue of women in ecclesiastical office. But no true parallel exists.
(a) Slavery is pennitted in the Bible as an institution resulting from the fall and is nowhere grounded in creation.
But male leadership in the church is grounded in creation (ITim. 2: 13).
(b) The Bible points in the direction that it would be good for slavery to end (I Cor. 7:21; Philemon). No parallel
teaching indicates that women may hold the offices of minister, elder and evangelist.
d. A variety of evidence shows that the church historically has believed that the Scripture plainly opposes women
in the offices of minister and elder:
(a) The Catholic and Reformed church for over 1900 years read the Scriptures in this way.
(b) The Reformed Ecumenical Synod in 1968 adopted the statement: "That synod declare that it is the plain and
obvious teaching of Scripture that women are excluded from the office of ruling and preaching elders."
(c) The North American Presbyterian and Reformed Council to which the CRC belongs has reminded the eRC
that the Bible does not permit the ordination of women to the offices of minister and elder.
e. The Synod of 1993 acted contrary to the Church Order when it reconsidered and revised the 1992 decision
regarding women in ecclesiastical office. New grounds were offered to justify reconsideration, but no new
grounds were offered for the motion to revise the Church Order Article 3. The decision for revision was made on
grounds gathered by the 1992 ad hoc committee, and the grounds adduced by this committee by their very
nature, were not new, and had been declared by the Synod of 1992 as "not sufficiendy persuasive to win the
confidence and support of the church" (Acts of Synod 1992, p 699.) According to Church Order, Article 31, a
request for a revision of a decision may only be made upon demonstration of "new and sufficient" grounds. It is
necessary that synods faithfully abide by Article 31.
f. The issue of women in office cannot be left to local option because:
(I) the Scripture does not allow women to serve in the offices of minister, elder and evangelist and the synod.
cannot allow what Scripture does not allow, and
(2) the offices do not function only in the local church but also in the broader assemblies.
g. This decision will not bind Christian consciences in any inappropriate way. Christ is Lord of the conscience and
a Christian cannot claim freedom of conscience where the Scripture has spoken.
2. That synod, to avoid possible ambiguities, declare that the decision not to ratify Church Order Art. 3 means that
there is now no synodical decision in effect to allow women to serve in the office of elder, minister or evangelist.
3. That synod declare that this is the answer to Overtures 21·24, 2645, 47-55, 59·62, 70.
4. That synod ask the Interchurch Relations Committee to communicate the decisions of Synod 1994 on women in
office to our ecumenical partners in NAPARC and thank them for their continued prayers, brotherly concern, and
communications.
John D. Van Regenmorrer, chainnan; W. Robert Godfrey, reporter; James Admiraal, Hendrik P. Bruinsma, Thomas R. Dykstra,
John P. Gorter, Jacob (Jack) Kerkhoj, Jay A. Wesseling, Man'on Kuipers, William E. Nawyn, AI M. Smeenk, Herbert R. Thomas,
Jr., John M Van Der Aa, Steven A. Van Hofwegen

"Hello .. .
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One morning, about a week after the eRe Synod '94 adjourned, my telephone rang and the
conversation with a male caller went something like this:
Hello, is this Laurie Vanden Heuvel?
Caller:
Responder: Yes it is.
I am a deacon in one of the local eRC's and I am confused about last week's decision
Caller:
on women in church office. I've seen you on TV and read you in the newspaper, and I wonder if
you'd be willing to answer a few afmy questions.
Responder: Certainly, I will try.
I'd first like to know why you are so sure you are right.
Caller:
Responder: Well, this has not been a personal battle, but rather an attempt to establish the truth
concerning women in church office based on the only reliable standard - the Word of God which
is reiterated in the confessions and Church Orderofthe Christian Reformed Church. You see, when
God created Adam, and then Eve from Adam , He established a headship of the husband as part
of the creation order. Cod called Eve a "helper" and that word stands, even in newer translations.
Paul discusses this in the New Testament when he says woman was taken from man and madefor
man. Paul also discusses the divinely established hierarchy in I Cor. 11:3 when he says that "the
head of every man is Christ, and the head of the woman is man, and the head of Christ is God."
In Old Testament history, when God's covenant family grew into a nation , God provided for
spiritual leadership for their corporate worship of and service to Him by designating Levites, all
males, to do the priestly tasks. He anointed prophets, all males, to do the prophetic tasks, and
anointed rulers, all males, to do the kingly tasks. In the New Testament, Jesus called twelve
disciples, all males, who with the exception of Judas and the addition of Matthias, launched the
New Testament church in fulfillment of the Great Commission. Then Paul and Peter, laying out
God's orders for the functioning of His church, spelled out the roles which men should take in the
church, and they also gave specific prohibitions to women concerning certain of these ministries
- basically that she might not assume a role of authority in the teaching and governing aspects of
the church. Now all kinds of attempts have been made to relativize, trivialize and neutralize these
apostolic orders, but the Word of God stands - and Paul said in I Cor. 14 that it is the very Word
of Cod Himself, rooted in creation and God's law, and it is incumbent on all churches to obey. So
- that's why I'm so sure this is right. I would not dare to think otherwise.
Caller:
How is it that other denominations such as Assemblies of God allow women in office?
They're good Christians too.
Responder: I wouldn't be the judge oftheir status as Christians. But I do believe they are mistaken
about this. One reason for that may be that many fundamentalist groups either do not understand
or have not considered it important to investigate the whole teaching of "office" taught clearly in
the Scriptures.
We used to have arguments about communion cups and no one left the church over that.
Caller:
Why do some leave now?

Responder: There is of course, no comparison between the two. The issue of the cup is a practical one, and the
issue of women in office is a doctrinal one with many ramifications.
Caller:
What about good Christians in our own denomination who differ with you?
Responder: Again, I am no judge ofthe goodness ofanyone's Christianity. All I can say is that the Bible is clear
and anything contrary to its teaching is disobedience.
Caller:
r have friends who graduated from Calvin CoUege and now have advanced degrees. They are not
joining CRC's 'i n the communities where they live. Some are moving back to Grand Rapids and they too are
not joining the CRCs. Doesn't that bother you?
Responder: First I want to say that there are many of us opposed to women in office who also have advanced
degrees. This issue is not one of intellectual superiority· but one ofsimple faith. But what concerns me is that
the CRC be obedient to the Scriptures and its own confessions, and then its membership is free to remain
affiliated or go elsewhere if they cannot accept what we stand for.
How is it that all ofus who are younger and have graduated from denominational institutions differ
Caller:
from you?
Responder: I am not sure that all who have graduated from denominational institutions differ from me. But I
will grant that many do and that is clearly a reflection of what they have been taught at these institutions, and
that is sad. Professors who serve in denominational educational institutions have signed a Fonn ojSubscription
in which they have promised notto contradict the doctrinal teaching ofthis denomination, and ifthey do have
problems with the same, they will neither privately nor publicly teach their own ideas, but rather reveal them
to theirown consistory, classis andl or synod for adjudication by a higher assembly. In too many cases, we have
had professors with doubts and differences who, instead offollowing the promise and procedure outlined in
the Fonn o/Subscription, have chosen to pass their doubts and deviations on to their students who now feel at
odds with the official stands of denomination on too many matters. Actually, what too many of these
professors have done is to create afog (the Bible is not clear on this ... on that...on that ... etc.) and insist that
we all live in it. And we are not willing to do that.
Caller:
A Calvin survey indicates that one third of the pew in the eRe wants women in church office.
Doesn't that bother you?
Responder: I'm impressed with the fact that 66% do not want women in office. But really, what matters is not
what the pew wants, but what God says about the issue.
Caller:
What would conservatives have done if the decision had gone the other way?
Responder: Some would have left the denomination. Others would have stayed, refusing [0 pay quotas and seat
delegates at assemblies where women were officially seated, not because ofthe women personally. but because
the assembly would be unbiblically constituted.
Caller:
Not paying quotas· doesn't that break covenant?
Responder: The only covenant with the denomination which involved mewas the one my parents made at my
baptism and the one I made at confession offaith. Ministers, elders, deacons and professors make additional
covenants. But if you look up the forms for all of these covenants, you will find one question that is the same
for all which essentially says, "Do you acknowledge the doctrine which is contained in the Old and New
Testaments and in [he articles oftbe Christian faith and which is taught here in this Christian church, to be
the true and complete doctrine of salvation?" My parents said, "We do" when I was baptized, and I said, "I
do" when I professed my faith at age fourteen. Now "this Christian church" I understand to be the Christian
Reformed Church ofwhich I have been a member all of my life. And ifthat church changes its way ofhandling
Scripture and subsequently its Church Order to accommodate its doctrinal waywardness, then IThas broken
covenant with me· not I with it. Therefore I would be untrue to my own commitment if! were to pay the bills
of agencies which implement and promote the deviation.
Caller:
Thave a beautiful daughter. I would love to have her be a "dominee." Ijustcan't believe that God
can't use her.
Responder: Oh, to be sure, He can! The church has graciously entrusted many teaching responsibilities to me
over the years. In fact, I always have been and still am so busy, that in the morning! never ask, "What shall
I do today?" Rather, I ask, "What shall I do flfSt?" Proponents of women in office have tried to convince the
membership that if a woman cannot be a minister in the church, then she can't really serve and that is simply
not true. I know the Lord can and will use your dear daughter in His service if she wants to be used.
At this point, my own grandchildren whom I was baby·sitting, were clamoring for attention. So I thanked my
caller and offered to continue the discussion face to face over coffee at a later time, which he graciously declined.
I thought you might like to eavesdrop on this conversation because the caller asked questions many members
are asking. There is no "nice" way to answer some of them. We are living in a divided church, and my fervent
prayer is that the direction which was set this summer will hold and fortify us for the days ahead. Thanks for
listening.
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When Qod Qives People
What They Want
Jan Groenendyk
The title of this
article is borrowed
with permission
from a sermon my
husband preached
some time ago. As I observed the
synod of the CRC in session and the
protest by the women and their supporters the day following the vote by
synod not to ratify the 1993 decision
to allow women in the ecclesiastical
offices of elder, minister, and evangelist, it made me think of that sennon.
My husband's sennon was based on
Israel demanding and insisting on a
king as recorded in I Samuel 8.
Samuel pointed out God's will, but
Israel was detennined to have a king;
so God let them have what they
wanted and warned them of its consequences.
As an observer of Synod 1992, I
heard, participated in, and felt the
power of prayer as prayer was offered
silently by the synod and visitors and
concluded aloud by the president of
synod before the vote for the decision
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was made not to ratify the 1990 decision concerning the ordination of
women.
Again last year the issue ofwomen
in all the offices of the church was
put to a vote when it was not even on
the agenda of synod as such. Voting
was already begun when prayer was
suggested, and prayer was offered as
an afterthought, with the request that
votes cast before prayer not be
changed. The vote passed to allow
women in the office of elder, minister and evangelist, pending ratification in 1994.
This year much Scriptural basis was
given in the majority report for not
ratifying the 1993 decision; prayer
was offered, and the vote was cast
not to ratify the 1993 decision.
Observing the 1994 synod on
Wednesday, the day following the
vote not to ratify the 1993 decision, I
saw an insistent, strong-minded
group, determined to get what they
wanted . Observing and listening to
three motions from the floor of synod

to rescind the decision of the day before, the protest by the women and
their supporters, and the passing out
of yellow ribbons by a seminary professor and others , made me think of
the sermon, "When God Gives
People What They Want."
In my judgment, the women's
morning protest in which they were
dressed in black, wore tape over their
mouths, and carried a sign which
read: "We Have Been Overcome,"
was in poor taste; but I did not find
that as offensive as the noon protest
with the gross misuse of worship . Using hymns of worship and prayer to
protest and make one's issues known,
I believe, is violating the intent and
purpose ofworship . These women are
contending to become leaders ofworship and then show a lack of discretion, in my opinion, by using songs
as "Lord, Listen to Your Children
Praying," "Jesu, Jesu, Fill Us with
Your Love," and others for their own
purposes. One of the demonstrators
was quoted in the Grand Rapids Press:

cal innovation that exterminates the life of the sick
and elderly and snuffs out
life in the womb.
Our contemporary "heroes" are named Jack
Kevorkian and RousselUclaf, the manufacrurerof
RU 486, kind of a Zyklon
B for the unborn. Unlike
the Nazis' grim gas chambers where Zyklon B did
its work l our modem extermination rooms will
likely never be ftImed or memorialized in a museum. RU 486 will be
dispensed from the brightly lit offices
of doctors, driven by the profit motive, physicians who once pledged
never to do what this drug was designed to do.
Technology without a soul can
quickly tum on its inventor. Dr. Frankenstein and his monster were fiction. RU 486 is reality. Will it tum
on us? Has it already?

How can we so casually and without thinking, dispose of human life?
Is it that we have run out of reasons
to live, that we find no purpose in
this life beyond acquisition of things
and personal comfort; no promise of
a better life to come?
Technology has improved the speed
by which we receive information and
accomplish certain tasks. It has done
nothing to enhance our moral understanding. Before we had sufficiently
d ebated abortion, we got Roe v.
Wade. Before the issue is resolved,
we get RU 486.
T.S. Eliot lamented, "Where is the
life we have lost in living? Where is
the wisdom we have lost in knowledge? The cycles of heaven in twenty
centuries bring us farther from God
and nearer to the dust."
The removal ofmoral absolutes and
objective standards from our nation
has given us legalized abortion. And
now a pill will make it easier. But this
is not the end. Next comes euthana-

And Soulless
Te,hnolo8Y
Cal Thomas
The Clinton Administration's tireless effort to import the abortion pill
known as RU 486 into the United
States provides additional evidence
that when the President promised to
make abortions " rare," he was not
telling the truth.
Once America celebrated life-enhancing discoveries by men such as
Jonas Salk and Alber Sabin, whose
goal was to preserve life and end suffering. Now we applaud technologi-

"The protest was intended to 'put a
face on the issue so that they don't
deal with it in the abstract. '" The fact
that women have many gifts is often
an argument used by speakers and
writers for placing women in the offices of elder, minister and evangelist. In my judgment, one gift which
was lacking in the protest was wi5dom.
Just as God gave Israel their first
king when they kept demanding and
insisting on a king, God may well
give supporters for women in office
their way to have women ordained
into all the offices of the Christian
Reformed Church. With all the verbal and nonverbal defiance against
the synodical decision, the anger, and
the determination which were evident
on the floor of synod, in the protests,
and in the comments made to the
media, my hope is that it doesn't become a situation where people aren't
willing to make their wills fit God's
will, and God finally gives the people
what they want. The CRC will likely
continue in one form or another but
if it ordains women to the governing
offices of the church, (and that is contrary to His revealed will), there will
be consequences for the eRC as there
were for Israel.

sia . Moral relativism and medical
technology have progressed to the
point where human life is treated with
all the dignity of a used tissue.
This casual attitude does not come
without a price. University of Chicago biologist Leon Cass says: "We
have paid some high prices for the
technological conquest of nature, but
none so high as seeing nature as mere
material for human manipulation,
exploitation and transformation. With
the medical science now gathering,
there w ill be splendid new opportunities for similar degradation of our view
of man. Indeed, we are already witnessing the erosion ofour idea of man
as something splendid or divine, as a
creature with freedom and dignity.
And clearly, if we come to see ourselves as meat, then meat we shall
become."
Writing of the new technology, the
late philosopher Russell Kirk predicted: "We will be left to celebrate a
devil's sabbath of whirling machinery, supervised by specialists - an
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About 500 years ago, when the
printing press was a recent invention,
Martin Luther and other reformers
"jumped " on it and God revived His
church with the Reformation! Now
we are the first generation in all of
human history since Adam and Eve
to have the cassette tape as a way to
give God's Word to the millions of
non-readers in H is world! May God
give us the vision to see non-readers
in every language listening to God
speak to them through Scripture cassettes!
In June of 1994, the synod of the
Christian Reformed Church recognized this and endorsed Portable Recording Ministries (PRM) International (PRM-I) as an agency recommended for financial support in 1995.
PRM-I was "born" in Holland, Michigan at the request of missionaries in
1967, to use timely technology to give
the Bible to non-readers. Since then,
God has raised up Scripture recording and cassette distributing facilities
in Nairobi, Kenya; Bangaiore, India;
Singapore; Dhaka , Bangladesh and
elsewhere. Scriptures have been recorded and hundreds of thousands of
Scripture cassettes, h and-cranked
players, solar panels to power the

players, rechargeable batteries (using the panel) and
the like are made
available if needed as a not-for
profit ministry. A
(13 minute) video
which gives a
glimpse of the work in Nairobi, Bangalore, Dhaka and Singapore is available at no charge.
In behalf of the millions of people
in the world who cannot read, we are
currently seeking one person in each
congregation to be a volunteer partner to help us. If the Lord is laying
this on the heart of any reader, please
tell us! We have projects available for
congregations and foundations too,
so thank God for the development of
Scripture cassettes and equipment,
and pray for the millions of non-readers who must yet hear God speak to
their hearts through Scripture cassettes!
Rev. Lloyd Wolters is a retired CRemini5ter and a volunteer representativefor Portable Recording Ministn'es, 760 Waverly
Rd., Holland, Mkchigan 49423, (616)3965291.

elite without moral imagination, and
deficient in their understanding of order, justice and freedom. And after
that, chaos."
Consider the subcommittee chaired
by Rep. Ron Wyden (D-Ore.) who
pushed resolutely for the importation
ofRU 486 into the U nited States. Its
name is the H ouse Subcommittee on
Regulation, Business Opportunities
and Technology. How fitting. There's
no room in that title for moral considerations. If science and technology
can do what some people want done
for them and to their unborn babies,
then let it be done. Don't call it immoral. Don't call it appalling. Call it
a business opportunity.
Salk and Sabin received the gratitude of a nation for discovering vaccines against poliO, immeasurably
improving children's lives. President
Clinton and Rep. Wyben will be unable to claim similar high honors for
themselves. By approving of the use
of RU 486, they have become accessories to murder, landlords of a new

killing field .
Some women and some men think
they have found the silver bullet that
absolves them from their guilty consciences and indefensible acts. They
reason that jftheir baby is killed early
enough, then no one will know or
care. This is a lie. The woman will
know and she will come to care, just
as many who have aborted later in
pregnancy care deeply and wish they
had made a different choice.
The Psalm writer asks a profound
question, "If the foundations be destroyed, what can the righteous do?"
Very little when technology has lost
its soul. Who will be the next victim
and what moral claim can be made to
stop technology from destroying you
and me should we fall out of favor
with those who are increasing their
unrestrained power over us? We are
seeing ourselves as meat, and it is
meat we are becoming. Where is the
wisdom we have lost in knowledge?
Los Angeles Times Syndicate
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Last month, we reviewed together the Biblically-established reasons for the elders' involvement in the practice
of church discipline. I suggested three: for the church's
sake (to prevent spiritual carelessness, or the spreading of
the diseases of disobedience), for the holiness and honor
of the Lord and the reputation of His name, and finally,
and especially, for the purpose of restoring the sinner by
way of repentance.
But having said all that, I'd be remiss if I didn't add a
few paragraphs that aim at the heart of the issue: the lack
of a pastoral approach to discipline. Most of the grievous
failures I 've witnessed in the matter of discipline in a wide
diversity of Refonned churches have occurred in this arena .
To be sure, there are some Refonned churches that express hesitance to discipline at all; others speak often of
discipline as a mark of the true church, but do precious
little of it in the practice of their local church life. But
usually, where churches fail is in the process of discipline as
they cany it out.

"OR ELSE..."
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Allow me to explain my last sentence. Far too often,
discipline is used as leverage. That is, "discipline" is not
thought of as it is in Scripture: the careful, regular discipling
of individuals and families, including rebuke, admonition,
and the urgency attendant with such ministry. Rather, it is
used as a threat, whether implied or explicit. Here's how it
works: J oe and Margaret are told by one ofthe elders that
their son Bill oUght to amend his life and return to church
more regularly "or else we'll have to begin discipline proceedings." Or this: Pete and Anne have had marriage
problems for years. Everyone knew about it; some even
prayed for them and encouraged them during particularly
bad spells. But now that they've announced that they'll be
filing fo r divorce, an elder team arrives at the door to
remind them that Scripture (I Cor. 7) forbids the divorce
of believers from one another. During the course of the
visit, a statement like the following is made: "You must
not divorce, or else you will put yourself in jeopardy of the
discipline of the church. And you wouldn't want that!"
Now, I know you could argue that there is a deterrent
value to punishment. That's long been the argument ofthe
pro-capital punishment lobby in American politics. I've
heard preachers and elders use the same language about
the positively wonderful spiritual benefits of a church that

is diligent to apply discipline. Yet, the
above examples (which, by the way,
are true. As they say, "only the names
have been changed to protect the innocent.") are not so much examples of
deterrence as they are of sloth and dereliction of duty by the elders.
Consider: your children are rebellious, to the point of openly flaunting
all your rules. You watch them go from
verbal rebellion, to physical defiance
(complete with gestures, glaring eyes,
and slamming doors), to blatant disobedience, Finally, when you can stand it no longer, you
summon them to the family room and announce: "If you
try that once more, I'll have to ground you."
What's wrong with that, you ask? Discipline is necessary for children. Som etimes you've just got to be tough!
Of course, but not after sitting by idly while hearts harden
and sinful practices become habits ofdisobedience! If your
child were drinking vodka every day on the way home
from school, you wouldn't wait until it became an entrenched habit. You'd nip it in the bud as soon as you
knew about it. Reminds me of one of my children 's answers years ago-an answer that revealed more about my
failings than about her heart. When asked "How many
times do I have to tell you to pick up your toys before
supper?", she replied, questioningly, "Three?" Needless to
say, my wife and I quit threatening so often and started
getting up off the recliner quicker!
So too with the children of God. Many are immature in
their faith (and that despite the number of years they've
been members!), and must be nurtured accordingly. You
don't begin with threats long after sinful practices have
calcified into habits of the heart. You begin with careful
instruction, with clear explanation of God' s Word and
will, with detailed descriptions of the consequences of sin
on self, on family, on church, a nd on one's relationship
with Christ.

SPECIFIC SUGGESTIONS
Methodologically, I offer a series of very brief, but I
trust clear, suggestions. Examine your relationship with
your people in light of these. Make sure you examine the
related Scripture passages carefully .
I . You must lay a foundation of trust long before problems arise. Parents who discipline effectively have established a relationship of love with their children, and it is

Indeed, the safest TOad to "ell
is the gradual one - the gentle. slope,
soft underfoot,
without sudden turnings,
without milestones, without signposts.
CS. I.e"';"
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that relationship which establishes the grounds and the
~
purpose So, too , elders You should make aggressive
efforts to know your people intImately VISit m therr
•
homes frequently to pray fo' them and Wlth them CaU
them to rejOIce m thel! happy ames Call to c e l e b r a t e . f
will hold its
I
With their children's accomplishments SIt With them
(d.v.)
when life's sorrows bring tears. Make clear, in short,
that you love them from the heart. Then, later, if you
Nove",ber 1517, 1994
must rebuke them or admonish them, they'll know you
beginning at noon (central tim()
mean it for their good. And that may well affect their
at
response.
Lynwood CRC (Independent)
Consider: John 10:5. Sheep only follow a shepherd
whose voice they recognize! If elders are to be shepLynwood,IL
herds in the spirit of the Good Shepherd, their flocks
must come to "know their voice," and through theirs,
. All malmats Jor th, Ag,nda must b, in th, haruis
to know His!
qf th, clerk no later Uzan
Consider: I Thess. 2:78,1112. The Apostolic model
SejJl£mber 1,1994
of care is "like a mother" and "like a father." Read these
verses carefully . and note what those similes mean in
concrete terms.
For informa tio n contact:
2. You must make clear just what repentance looks like .
Rev.JeromeJulicn, ckrk
This may be so obvious as to be unnecessary, but I don't
34 Azores Crescent
think. so. Many elder visits with sinful members have the
Cambridge, Ontario
harsh edge of confrontation , even rebuke, without ever
Canada N I R 7Z4
making clear that the purpose is repentance and restoration. Further, while you may tell people you want them to
repent, ask yourself if you have communicated just what
that means in real life? Consider Peter and Anne (discussed earlier, the couple with the failing marriage). (An
of Christ's owo. You persist in calling, in warning, in
elder who had been involved right from the beginning
demonstration of the pain their sin causes both Christ and
would have caught the marital strain long before it had
you, and in clear and visible evidence that you want them
escalated, so this situation may well never have occurred.
back, and will receive them when they repent.
However, for discussion sake ....) When you make the
Consider: Acts 20:31. "Remember that for three years
"discipline call" on them, w hat do you ask for? What will
I neverstopped warning each ofyou night and daywith
consticute repentance? Not going through with the ditears." The point here is not the length, it is the pastoral
vorce? Is that enough? How about an agreement from
passion which the Aposde demonstrated, and which
each o n a specific plan designed to rebuild their marriage
he holds up as the model for their own work as elders.
in God's Word, through appropriate counseling and in4. Finally, rejoice when repentance is granted by the
struction, and perhaps with an assigned mentor couple
Lord. Obvious? Of course. But also so easily overlooked.
with some years of experience, or one who had been
rescued from a failing marriage themselves?
Jesus thought the joyful reception of the repentant so
The point? Be clear before you go, just what you, repreurgent that He made very clear how distasteful it was to
senting Christ and His grace, will ask them to do, or to
Him when the shepherds acted like the older brother of the
prodigal, instead of like the father who "killed the fatted
stop doing, or to change, or to believe, or whatever. Don't
calf." What is your approach in these things? Do you
just go to tell them that the status quo of their life is
unacceptable.
convey an "It' s about time" attitude? Or do you wrap your
arms around those who repent , so that they know that
Consider: Gal. 5:1315j Eph. 4:17ff. In these pasthey are uuly accepted back? Remember, the church is not
sages, which are only two examples ofmany contained
the community of the holy few, but the community of the
in Scripture, you will notice the Apostolic method. Not
only confronting sin negatively, btl[ offering specific
forgiven. It is those to whom grace has been shown, w ho
now show grace to others.
instruction for the change to be made positively. In the
Consider: Luke 15. Read the entire chapter. T he two
words of the Heidelberg Catechism: not only "the dying
parables preceding thatofthe prodigal son establish the
away of the old self" but also the "coming to life ofthe
new self" (LD 33).
pattern: something is lost, is found, and rejoiced over.
Then only does Jesus tum to a son. (How much mo re
3. Be persistent. Again, this is probably unnecessary to
precious than a sheep or a coin!) But that's just where
say, but discipline is not merely a "following of the rules."
human arrogance enters to spoil the picture. How
You don't just make the requisite visits, warn the requisite
about with you? In your local church?
number of times, and then report back that there is no
repentance. Rather, you demonstrate the heartfelt urgency
Dr. John Sittema is pastor ofthe Bethel CRC in Dallas, rx
that must be there if you really love the individual as one
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Cornelis P. Venema
But For The Grace Of God:
An Exposition of the Canons afDort ($6.00 +postage)

Other Catechism Materials
Ltaming 10 Know the Lord,
by P.Y. DcJong (S 1.50 +JlOSugc)
Introduction to the Compendium,
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Henry Vander Kam
Sermon on the Mount
Amos
Signs of the TImes
ITimothy
II Timothyrritus
I Peter
IJohn

I & II Thessalonians
Ephesians
Parables

Genesis
Acts · Chapters \- 13
At.· Ch' plon 14-28

Dear Editors and readers
of The Outlook:
Imagine my surprise when I discovered an eight-page article on The
Fourth Day in the March issue of The
Outlook. The number eight and the
month of March were especially significant to me in this context because
it was eight years ago, in March of
1986, that I held the first published
copy of the book in my hands. I am
complimented that even now, eight
years later, you consider the book important enough to give it this level of
attention.
From the substance of Mrs.
Groenendyk's article it is clear that
she and I have quite different judgments regarding the acceptability,
within the Reformed community, of
the approach to the biblical text that I
presented in The Fourth Day. Nonetheless, although I could offer a mild
protest concerning the tone of her critique for its frequent lapses into polemical excess, I believe that Mrs.
Groenendyk has served her readers
well by identifying an issue of utmost
importance to all of us as we consider
the future of an authentically Reformed Christian influence in North
America. But she is, quite obviously,
neither the first nor the only person
to address this issue on the pages of
The Outlook.

Broadly stated, the issue is our concept of Scripture. Although both you
and I accept God's Word as authoritative for our faith and our practice,
we appear [Q mean different things
when we confess that the Bible is
God's Word. The principal question
that seems to divide us is: Exactly
what is the relationship between the
biblical text and the Word ofGod?Your
concern, as I understand it, is primarily with the danger on the left: If the
two (text and Word) are not equated,
then the authority of Scripture seems
undermined and we would appear to
be left without a sure foundation for
either our doctrine or our practice.
And when an ecclesiastical community is left without an unassailable
authority in matters of faith, it is in
danger of floundering on the whimsical waves of personal opinion. Hence

your strong emphasis on divine authorship of the biblical text and on
the doctrine of textual inerrancy. As
Laurie Vanden Heuvel is quoted, "If
it is God {who wrote the Bible}, then to
suggest that He breathed error is blasphemy,"
Although I do share some of your
concern with this danger from the left,
my experience of observing, as a scientifically-trained Christian, the rise
of "creation-science" within the ranks
of North American fundamentalism
over the past three decades has led
me to be more acutely concerned with
a danger from the right. That danger,
in my judgment, is the tendency of
fundamentalist Christians to transform the biblical text, or a set of human assertions regarding the text, into
an object ofworship - biblicism bordering on bibliolatry.
As I see it, the doctrine of textual
inerrancy has been stretched by fundamentalism beyond the limits of
credibility into matters entirely foreign to the Bible's own agenda, such
as the particulars of modem scientific
theorizing. This stretching ofrhe concept of inerrancy to include questions
that the biblical writers didn't even
have the conceptual vocabulary to
ask, coupled with the supposition that
it is actually possible to practice a
consistent literalistic hermeneutic in
the reading of early Genesis, has provided the occasion for all manner of
dubious claims regarding what Christians know by divine revelation about
the particulars of the Creation's formative history. And woe to those scientifically-trained Cluistians who dare
to say that the Creation itself seems
not to conform to many of those questionable claims!
Is it not possible that the conservative portion of the Reformed community needs to be more concerned about
this danger, in spite of all intentions
to the contrary, of idolizing the Bible?
The danger is, I believe, both real and
serious. And once this idolization of
the text takes hold, it ordinarily follows that greater effort will be spent
in the frigid defense of statements
about the text than in the fervent endeavor to grow in the knowledge of
the God who continues to speak to
us, not only through that ancient and
rightly revered text, but also in the
present experiences of his redemptive,
creative, providential and revelatory
presence.

Both you and I are eager to
represent and promote Reformed orthodoxy-straight believing by the standards of the
Reformed heritage. But there
seem to be two vastly differing
concepts of Refonned orthodoxy within our community .
One is essentially static: Reformed orthodoxy is a matter
of keeping our doctrinal and
ecclesiastical cars parked
straight between the lines drawn
on a sixteenth-century theological parking lot (on which some
lines may have been redrawn,
without our noticing it, by contemporary North American fundamentalism), The other concept is dynamic:
Reformed orthodoxy is a matter of
driving straight on the road to growth
in our knowledge of God and his
works. Parking in the sixteenth century is out of the question; driving
straight on the historical road of fruitfullife in God 's world is mandatory,
This is the vision of Refonned orthodoxy given to me by my parents , by
several of my teachers, and by a particularly influential pastor. This is the
vision' of Refonned orthodoxy that I
seek to represent and promote.
r hope that these remarks will help
you to understand what I am about. I
have spoken rather candidly, not for
the purpose of being needlessly provocative or of promoting some radically new perspective in defiance of
my Refonned heritage, but because I
believe that what I wrote in The Fourth
Day does, contrary to the protestations of Mrs. Groenendyk and other
critics ofmy writing, represent a faithful and dynamic extension of Reform ed orthodoxy into the late twentieth century. Consequently, I heartily invite the readers of The Outlook to
study that book for themselves and to
see whether or not it represents
straight driving, in line with historic
Christian thought, on the road toward
growth in the knowledge of God and
of his marvelous works in the world
that is his Creation.
In order to gain a sense of what
historic Christian thought regarding
the biblical message is, especially what
the early chapters of Genesis tell us
about God and about his Creation, I
have found it very instructive to go
back to early Christian writings, like
Basil's Hexaemeron (a series of homi-

Copies of all Ourloak articles on the subject of
Women in Ecclesiastical Office
January 1990· December 1993
are available by contacting:

Refonned Fellowship, Inc.
2201 Oak Industrial Dr. N.E.
Grand Rap;ds, MI 49505
Articles may be reproduced and circulated
without permission.

lies on the opening chapters of Genesis) and Augustine 's commentary,
The Literal Meaning of Genesis. I have
published the results of this study in
Christian Scholar's Review in an essay
entitled, "Is Special Creationism a
Heresy? " I will enclose a copy for
your perusal. Note especially the two
summary statem ents near the end . I
think that these conclusions are very
important and must be given serious
consideration in our continuing discussion regarding both the character
of the Creation that God has brought
into being and the scientific study of
its fonnative history,
It is no secret to me or to you that
there are substantive differences of
judgment between us concerning what
constitll(es a faithful expression of historic Christian belief in the context of
twentieth-century, scientificallyinfonned, Western culture, We have
the same goal -to grow in the knowledge of God and his works, and to
use that knowledge in our faithful service of God - but different understandings of how to achieve it. These
differences will not be settled by the
publication of strident personal denunciations; but some progress in mutual understanding could be made
possible by our choosing to engage in
candid, yet still respectful, dialogue
on the issues that concern us all. To
that end I have written this letter to
you and to the readers of The Outlook.
Your brother in the historic Christian faith,
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Classis Grand Rapids East Votes "In Principle" to Permit Churches to Disobey
CRC Synod's Ban on Women Elders
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GRANDRAPros, MICH. (July 21,1994)
RBPS - Synod 1994 of the Christian
Refonned denomination voted to declare that "the clear teaching of Scripture prohibits women holding the office of minister, elder, a nd evangelist," but some advocates of women
in office aren't taking the synod decision lying down. Meeting tonight at
the oldest Christian Refonned congregation in Grand Rapids, Classis
Grand Rapids East voted "in principle " to adopt a resolution that
"classis permit its individual churches
the freedom to decide whether or not
the word 'male' in article 3a of the
church order is operative in their particular settings."
Class is president Rev. Russell
Palsrok, pastor of Plymouth Heights
CRC, said adopting the motion in
principle " means that we are not held
to the precise wording of this, we
could add grounds to this, but that it
would be the principle of this motion
that we would be adopting." Classis
also appointed a study committee to
prepare a more detailed report for presentation to the regular classis meeting on September 15.
Classis Grand Rapids East is directly affected by another decision of
Synod 1994, which after voting down
women in office, voted to "urge all
congregations which have ordained
women elders, evangelists, or ministers to release them from office by
June I, 1995" and not to ordain any
more women to those offices on the
grounds that the practice "has always
been in violation of Church Order
Article 3" and that the June 1, 1995
date is "reasonable."
So far, at least 15 Christian Reformed churches have ordained
women elders despite the synodical
prohibition. Five of these are in
Classis Grand Rapids East, which
means a third of the 15 churches in
classis have women in positions synod
has ruled they may not hold. A number or other churches have women
serving in "adjunct" positions doing
the work of elders without ordination

or voting rights. Churches with
women "adjunct elders" are not in
violation of synod; since 1989, synod
has allowed unordained laypeople to
serve as "adjunct" elders so long as
they do not vote at council meetings.
One of the churches is First CRC,
which called and hosted the special
classis meeting. The 137yearold
church voted last year to elect only
"associate elders," including two
women, until women could be elected
as regular elders. Because the church
has two year terms, Rev. Morris
Greidanus said he would be the only
regular elder left on its council unless
the church either disobeys synod or
decides to place only males in nomination for the regular eldership. According to the church, this "avoids
synodical offense, but seems to some
to offend justice."
"We are dismayed that the 1994
synod refused to ratify the 93 decision, and even more dismayed by
some of the grounds used for that
decision," First CRC wrote in a letter
to classis. "We see no 'clear' message
in the Bible that would disqualify
women from serving as elder. We are
offended by the way the synodical
decision attempts to decide our consciences for us."
Even the tentative decision taken
by C1assis Grand Rapids East to endorse ecclesiastical disobedience will
be watched far beyond the classis.
Many of the denominational leaders
are members of churches in the classis,
including many of the CRC's top officials and 15 of the 21 faculty members at Calvin Seminary.
D espite the late July heat, the audience at the special meeting of classis
was rar higher than nonnal and was
filled with many of those denominational leaders. During a 30 minute
discussion session for delegates to
classis, all five churches which already
have women elders said they would
not follow the urging of synod to release them from office. One church,
Shennan Street CRC, indicated that
their congregation and council had

responded to synod's urgings by voting to retain their women elders by a
unanimous Yote.
" I find some freedom in that word
' urge,'" said Rev. Jack Roeda, pastor
of Church of the Servant eRe which
fmt elected women elders in 1992.
"When my son was seven I instructed
him to go to school and he went.
Now that he is grown and an adult, I
urged him to go to seminary and he
decided to go somewhere else ."

When the floor was opened for
speeches by nondelegates, Charlotte
Ellison, member of Church ofthe Servant and one of the organizers of the
protests against synod mounted in
1992 and 1994. warned that the denomination is "faced with a real cri-

sis."
"It seems to me that the Christian
Refonned Church has been faced with
something very much like the Southem Baptist Convention of a few years
ago," said Ellison. "I do believe that
this is a radicalizing moment."
Ellison combined the words "Reformed and fundamentalist" to coin
the term "Refundies," and amidst
audience laughter, applied the tenn
to those who led the opposition to
women in office.
"I think this synod could be grieving the Holy Spirit," said Elder Lillian
Grissen, for years a leading figure in
CRC circles and now president of the
Grace CRC council. "You can have
peace without justice or justice without peace, but as long as this decision
stands, peace without justice is no
peace at all."
Dorothy Van Hammersveld, initiator of the Van Hammersveld scholarship fund of the Committee for
Women in the CRC, told classis delegates that over the years the Committee for Women had sponsored 85
women studying at Calvin Seminary,
Fuller Seminary, Western Seminary
and other schools. "One by one the
women have graduated and most of
them have left for other denominations that aUow women to serve," Van
Hammersveld noted with sadness.

Although sentiment at classis was
overwhelmingly supportive ofwomen
in office, at least one observer urged
classis to count the costs of ecclesias·
tical disobedience before proceeding.
"The question I came to hear was a
discussion on ecclesiastical disobedience "said retired Calvin College profes~r
Dr. Henry Beversluis. "I think
it is a solemn decision for a body in
the Reformed and Presbyterian tradition to advise ecclesiastical disobedience ."
"We have got to teach respect for
law and order," continued Beversluis.
"We need to teach kids that, with
words and with examples. This has
to be done with fear and trembling,
to violate the church order and disobey a synodical decision."
"We must be ready, as Martin
Luther King was, to suffer the consequences," warned Beversluis.
When the classis m oved from discussion to consider action on the motion, the delegates from Seymour
eRC submitted a formal written protest against the special meeting of
classis and requested that the chair
rule that the classis could not consider any motions.
"We received the information via
the mail only 15 days before the m eet·
ing of class is. Even if we were able to
call a council meeting, a large per·
centage of our elders and deacons are
on vacation," wrote the Seymour
CRC executive committee in their
protest. "If a meeting of c1assis is to
be called in which motions are to be
considered and voted on, it is necessary to have specific overtures with
grounds at least a month in advance
in order to give individual councils
an opportunity to consider both the
overtures and their grounds."
Rev. Gerry Zandstra, pastor of
Seymour CRC, asked the president
of c1assis to rule that no motions be
entertained at the special meeting.
When he declined to do so, Zandstra
challenged the decision of the chair.
No delegates from other churches supported Zandstra's challenge that no
motions be entertained.
Zandstra's challenge was voted
down by a wide voice vote margin.
Classis then took up and eventually
adopted the motion to "permit its in·
dividual churches the freedom to de·
cide whether or not the word 'male'
in article 3a of the church order is
operative in their particular settings."

The motion was
presented by
Woodlawn
CRC, a church
which is sup·
portive
of
women in office
but does not yet
have women elders.
Greidanus
said the motion
did not address
First CRC's con·
cern about synod's statement that
"this decision will not bind Christian
consciences in any inappropriate way.
Christ is Lord of the conscience and a
Christian cannot claim freedom of
conscience where the Scripture has
spoken ."
"What offended me most about the
decision of synod, [Woodlawn's motion] didn't even mention ," said
Greidanus. "I just d on't read the
Scripture the way the majority did. I
think we need bigger grounds if we're
going .to make a decision this momentous. "
"I like the motion because that's
what we've got to do," said
Berkenbosch from Eastern Avenue
CRC, but he expressed concern about
insufficient grounds. "We could vote
on this tonight and it might pass, but
it would be attacked in other assemblies and might not prove very durable."
Hoezee from Calvin CRC said any
decision by classis should be well·writ·
ten to send a strong message to synod.
"I'd like synod to hear as a m ore pro·
gressive c1assis that we don't like your
decision, butwe ain't going, so you're
gonna have to deal with us," said
Hoezee.
Zandstra moved to refer the pro·
posal back to Woodlawn for refinement, but withdrew his motion after
delegates objected that it would prematurely cut off discussion.
Greidanus then moved to "approve
this motion in principle" and to appoint a committee to prepare a report
for submission to the next meeting of
classis.
Classis finally adopted the motion
to "approve this motion in principle"
and assigned the officers of classis to
appoint the committee.
While sentiment in Classis Grand
Rapids East was overwhelmingly opposed to the synodical decision, not
every member of classis agrees
the classical decision. Calvin SemI·
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4:00 Business Meeting
6:00 Punch Bowl
6:30 Dinner
8:00 Speaker
Dr. John R. de Wilt
erly CRC (Independent)
201 Porter, Grand Rapids, W
For Reservations: (616) 4565909
nary president Dr. James De Jong, a
member and former elder ofPlymouth
Heights CRC, has previously worked
with a minority of the Plymouth
Heights council to send overtures ~g.
ing classis and synod to take a v~ty
of actions against churches practlcmg
ecclesiastical disobedience by withholding quotas or electing women el·
ders.
"I would be very disappointed in
Classis Grand Rapids East and its
leadership if it in any way subverted
synod's decision," said De Jong, who
was not delegated to classis and did
not attend the meeting. "I think our
times call for the highest possible level
of Christian virtue and in this context
I judge that to mean using all the
legitimate avenues at our disposal to
effect change."
De Jong declined comment on
whether the "legitim ate avenues"
would include an overture by him
against the decision of classis.
Zandstra was even more upset by
the classical decision to reject the
Seymour protest and entertain motions, describing it as "obvious, total
disobedience" and a "sony day for
our denomination."
"Obviously when almost half o f
classis has women elders and synod
tells us to urge them to stop we need
to talk about it, but the funny thing
about this was that Classis Grand
Rapids East has the votes to do this
appropriately and chose to do so in·
appropriately, " said Zandstra. "I
voted last night on a motion my council hasn't even seen. This was just flat
out wrong; this was a power move by
the ministers. It has been hastily, emotionally, and inappropriately done ..
We had a motion on the floor to en·
gage in ecclesiastical disobedience,
and to vote on a motion like that
which hadn't even been seen by the
councils is ecclesiastical insanity . We
took a step toward congregationalism last night and only time will tell
what will come orit," said Zandstra.
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California and reporter for the Synod
1994 committee majority against
women in office, predicted that the
Grand Rapids East decision will meet
with more resistance elsewhere.
"I think: this decision is tragic," said
Godfrey. "It is one thing to ignore
churches that are defying synod, it's another thing to approve that defiance. I
think it makes their claims about seeking the peace and unity of the church
sound exceedingly hollow."
Godfrey took exception to those offended by the majority report's statement that Scripture is "clear" on women
in office. "The fact that some people
think. the Scripture is unclear on a subject doesn't make the Scripture unclear,"
said Godfrey. "There were even 'good'
Presbyterians in late 17th century England who thought Scripture was unclear on the divinity of Christ."
Godfrey rebutted arguments that his
own church , Escondido CRC, commits
ecclesiastical disobedience by withholding the denominational ministry share
assessments from Calvin College. "I
don't think quotas are mandated in the
church order in the same way that Article 3a mandates no women elders or
ministers," said Godfrey. Godfrey also
noted that Escondido CRC had resumed
paying ministry shares to Calvin Seminary.
According to Godfrey, the strongest
opposition to the decision of Classis
G rand Rapids East may come from laymen rather than ministers. "It seems to
me that in our church in a number of
ways this argument is being made that
Scripture is unclear and the effect is
that Scripture is being taken away from
the people," said Godfrey. "Next year's
synod will have to decide what is appropriate action for a whole classis that
is in defiance of the church order."
Darrell Todd Maur;na, Press Officer

Refonned Believers Press Service

